
Installation Instructions for 

Two-Piece Pressure Assist Toilets

CAUTION: Product is heavy and may 
require handling by two people as it is 
fragile and breakable.
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1. Install the toilet floor bolts 2. Installing Wax Ring on

Safety Glasses

Sealant

Putty KnifeToilet Seat

Place bolts in floor flange and ensure 
they are 9:00 and 3:00 position - as 
shown.

top of Flange
For a secure and tight fit, place the
wax ring on top of the flange and

5m

ADA compliant when installed 
17" to 19" from the top of the 
seat to the floor
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Wax Ring

3.Installing the bowl

4. Securing the bowl to the floor

Place the bowl on top of the flange and
wax ring and press down for a secure and
tight fit.

Place the base of bolt caps on first- ensuring
the side that shows "THIS SIDE UP" is visible -,
then washers, then nuts.  Tighten the nuts and
alternate sides for a secure and tight fit.  Be
careful not to overtighten!   After the nuts are
secure, place the bolt caps on top and press
down until they snap in place. The bolts may
need to be cut so the bolt cap will fit.
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Recommended Tools and Materials (Not Included)



When you turn the water supply on, you will hear flow into
the .

every flush.

7. for Leaks

8.

9. Installing the Toilet Seat

6. Connecting water supply

HAND TIGHTEN ONLY! OVERTIGHTENING MAY SPLIT THE INLET 
CONNECTION AND WILL VOID THE WARRANTY!

5. Installation for Pressure Assist Tank

Before assembling tank to bowl
check tightness of brass nuts and rubber
washers underneath the tank.

Brass nut
Tuerca de bronce
Écrou en laiton

mounting holes. 

tank to the bowl by 
alternately hand tightening the nuts 
and making sure no rocking occurs.

Note: DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN

10. Optional
Add sealant around the bottom of the bowl after installation is complete
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